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This document is designed as an aid to help you navigate the Energetics connections process.
If you have any questions or ideas on how we can improve this document,
please call 03300 587 453 or email hello@energetics-uk.com
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Why choose Energetics?
Energetics is one of the UK’s leading Multi-Utility Connections Providers in the North
of England, Wales and Scotland, offering Electricity, Gas, Clean Water, Waste Water & Fibre
for new-build residential, industrial and commercial projects.
ICPs/UIPs are often more competitive and flexible than the Distribution Network Operator
(DNO) or Gas Distribution Network (GDN). There are eight Gas Transporters (GTs), each
covering a separate geographical region of Great Britain, six DNOs, known as ‘the big six’, that
handle power distribution and many different water companies. As they operate within their
statutory guidelines it can sometimes lead to the perception that communication with them
is difficult. IDNOs/GTs operate under the same statutory guidelines but have a more flexible
approach with regard to new utility connections.
Energetics is one of the most experienced and knowledgeable ICP/UIP/SLPs fully accredited
as part of the National Lloyds Registration Scheme for NERS (National Electricity Registration
Scheme), GIRS (Gas Industry Registration Scheme) and WIRS (Water Industry Registration
Scheme). Under these accreditations we have the capability to safely design and construct new
gas, water and electric utility connections and networks, from single digit house developments
up to major housing developments or major mixed-use or industrial/commercial projects.

We offer a formal quotation with flexible payment terms
to suit each customer and project.
Energetics offers full multi-utility connections, providing logical design and planning,
with clear communication reducing the risk of delays, amongst other advantages.
Since 2006, we have grown to become one of the UK’s leading multi-utility connections
providers for new build residential, high rise, commercial, industrial and retail projects,
with over 300k connections energised.

What is asset value?
An Asset Value is a financial investment that we include within all quotations
to reduce the costs involved in your offer. This Asset Value is derived from
Last Mile’s future revenue from the infrastructure and meters on site and Energetics
will use this to discount money from your offer.
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Why Use Energetics?
220+
Employees

3 Offices
operating across
Scotland and
North England

£339bn

14
Years Trading

Energetics is backed by Infracapital,
the infrastructure equity investment arm of
M&G plc, who manage over £339bn of assets
(2020)

Estimation
& Planning

Design
& Engineering

Construction
& Energisation

Our multi-utility design engineers
and specialist experts have
strong regulatory knowledge,
expertise and technical feasibility
support to help determine your
requirements. We have designed,
built and connected over
175,000 networks and have
a live portfolio of over 300,000
multi-utility connections.
We place great emphasis
on understanding your
objectives, timescales and work
closely alongside your team
and your commercial partners
to achieve the best possible,
commercial and network
compliant design options.

Our experienced design and
build teams have substantial
individual and combined
experience across the utility
and construction sector.
Together they take new
development plans and design
and build value engineered
multi-utility networks that
are both fit for purpose and
cost-effective. Not only that,
they also manage the whole
end-to-end multi-utility process
with all third parties ensuring
everything from network design
approval through to legal
requirements are managed under
our own in-house service.

At Energetics, we employ
all our own staff, from Project
Managers, on-site Operatives
and Craftspeople as well
as back office support staff,
to ensure complete control
of your project, resulting
in unrivalled customer service
and successful track record
of delivery. During the installation
of your multi-utility connections,
you will have a dedicated
Project Manager who will
be in regular communication
with you at all stages of the build
to ensure it is progressing in line
with the build programme.
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New Connections
We design bespoke electrical distribution networks to Electricity Network
Association specifications and standards.
Our designers also work to the Distribution Network Operators (DNO) specifications
for infrastructure to be adopted by them and to the asset owner’s specifications
for networks to be adopted by the Last Mile Group. This extends to designs that
will satisfy the delivery of electrical power, ranging from standard low voltage
networks through to 33kV primary infrastructure and substations as well as LP – MP
and IP connections. Our designs are always compliant with the various standards
and they are completed by a high calibre engineering department, all with the key
competencies required to ensure quality, reliability and best value engineering.

Our gas design and build business model provides a hassle-free solution as part of
Energetics’ overall multi-utility proposition.
The highly skilled specialists within our design and operations divisions provide
unrivalled gas connections expertise, benefitting our customers. As a forwardthinking company, we have invested in technology that allows us to create high
quality, robust gas network infrastructures that are safe and reliable, including
trenchless technologies. Energetics has in-depth industry and regulatory knowledge
which means we can contest costs from the regional incumbent companies.

Energetics is a self-lay organisation accredited to undertake water connections by the Water Industry
Registration Scheme (WIRS), operated by Lloyds Register on behalf of water utility companies.
The scheme accredits Energetics to design, install, test and commission new water networks and service
connections to a standard suitable for adoption by the incumbent water utility company. Energetics operates
across the North of England, North Wales and Scotland and has designed and built over 1,100 water networks
as part of our multi-utility proposition, working closely with all of the regional water authorities. We work with
our customers at all stages of a project, from initially establishing the availability of network capacity through
to transferring the constructed assets over to the water company for full adoption, taking away all the hassle
of dealing with the water company and handling the self-lay so there’s minimal input needed from the customer.

Find the Water Company & Charging Policies for Your Area
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Contestable or
Non-Contestable?
The host distributor (DNO/GT/Water Company) is the company that owns and operates
the power lines/pipes and infrastructure that connect our mains networks for homes and
commercial properties to the transmission networks.
Certain elements of the work are deemed to be “Non-Contestable” and are not open
for competition. These works can only be undertaken by the host distributor and are primarily
(but not limited to):
• Processing the “Non-Contestable” application.
• Design Approval of the network that will be adopted by the host distributor.
• Confirming the Point of Connection.
• Inspection of the “Contestable” works during construction.

Contestable works:

Non-Contestable Works:

• Upstream Reinforcement.

•

Electrical Design
of Distribution Networks

•

Processing the ‘Non-Contestable’
application

We allow for interface with the host distributor for inspection of our works and programming
of visits.

•

Project Management

•

Confirming the Point of Connection

•

Cable Laying

•

Design approval of the network

The non-contestable cost is charged by the host distributor for us to connect to their network.
The costs of reinforcement works that can affect the day-to-day operation of DNO networks
also lie within non-contestable. Due to the sensitivity and potential impact of these works,
only the DNOs themselves can complete them. We include these non-contestable costs clearly
in our proposals.

•

Cable Jointing

•

•

Substation Installation

Inspection of the ‘Contestable’
works during construction

•

Civil Works, including site
preparation, excavation

•

Disconnection and removal
of existing supplies

Contestable works were introduced to encourage competition and may be undertaken
by a suitably accredited Independent Connections Provider (ICP, UIP or NAV). They include
the installation of cables, substations, pipes, plant, PRIs etc. associated with new utility
connections, be that electrical, gas or water - everything from the point of connection
to the metering point.

•

Certain elements of existing
network diversions

•

Network Reinforcement

•

Administration costs associated
with network adoption

•

Obtaining statutory wayleaves

•

For larger HV and EHV jobs,
the final testing and connection
to the electricity network

• Administration costs to adopt the “Contestable” works.

The benefits of using Energetics to undertake the contestable works and management
of the non-contestable works include faster delivery, flexibility and cost-effectiveness.
Energetics gives you more delivery options and greater control over your new connections
process with a complete connections solution.
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•

In some cases final
connection to the existing
distribution network.

Diversions
A utility diversion is required when existing utility apparatus needs to be relocated
or altered in some way. This is normally done when existing utility infrastructure
is constraining the development of a site.
These can be contestable or non-contestable for electrical supplies but for gas
they are entirely non-contestable and must be carried out by the gas network
owner. Disconnections of gas, electricity or water must also be carried out
by the host distributor.
For gas and water, pipelines will be underground but with electricity, while many
cables are underground, overhead lines may also need to be considered.

If you want to move electricity cables/equipment, we can help you.
For all three services, there may be an element of supply disruption, not just for your
development but also for other customers on the same network and we are obliged to
ensure sufficient notice is given to these customers to allow them time to plan for this.
We will schedule the works to meet a desired programme, however early planning
is essential as often we have to allow for third party consents, highway permits
or ‘noticing’ of existing customers.

Reinforcements
To ensure that the existing infrastructure, be that gas, electric or water, can supply the
required load to your development, we undertake reinforcements. These are upgrades
to cables, pipes, equipment etc. These works can be undertaken either by Energetics
or the host distributor, depending on the specific requirements.

Energetics can provide this information as part of our budget estimation.
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From Quotation
to Approval
Pre Acceptance Processes
After making contact with your dedicated Point of Contact, your project
will be allocated to an Admin and Designer who will apply for POCs & CSEPs
for your development. Once these are received, we will look to create a bespoke quote
including fully designed Electric, Gas and Water solutions.

The table below gives a guide to Energetics quotation times:

Proposal Type

Proposed Timescales

Budget (POC & CSEP assumed)

2-5 working days

Quotation (LV POC)

30 working days

Quotation (HV POC)

40 working days

Costs
On our proposal, we will identify both contestable and non-contestable costs with
a full breakdown of what is included for each and a payment term for both.
Our quotation is always for a full turnkey solution and will include draft designs
for a complete proposal.
Flexible payment plans
We are able to offer flexible payment plans, allowing you to spread the cost of the project
over phases and plot call off.
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Post Acceptance Processes

Click to download our Installation Guides

Following your acceptance, you will be allocated a Project Manager
and a Designer to see your project through the Design Approval stage.
Your project will gain design approval within 8-12 weeks depending on the
utilities required. Your Designer will be in contact with you throughout the
process, informing you when crucial milestones have been achieved to
keep the project on track, sharing updated drawings and plans along
the way.
While we work closely with DNOs for our HV approvals, Last Mile approves
all our network designs that they will adopt, and we make use of our close
knit relationship to ensure that any queries are worked out ahead
of schedule and no barriers are in place to halt progress.
While this approval process is ongoing, our Land Rights Coordinator
will be working to ensure that we have permission to install to the routes
you have requested. The progress of these Land Rights can be accessed
at any time via our tracker for real time updates.

Our work
speaks volumes

The Energetics team were very helpful – nothing was
a problem to resolve and the project was carried out
per programme. Overall, very good to work with!
Jim Port, Project Manager
Dawn Group

From day one, Energetics Design and Build has been
attentive and listened to our concerns regarding the
development, responding quickly where required.
Energetics has continued to work closely with ourselves
in relation to proposed landowner design constraints
and, despite the added complication and delays due
to lockdown, are now progressing steadily with both
delivery of off-site and on-site works.

The design and installation teams at Energetics delivered
on time and on budget managing all the changes along
the way very efficiently and professionally.
Mechanical & Electrical Services Manager
Beaumont Morgan

Alastair Reid, Technical Director at CHE

We’ve enjoyed very good communication from both Jon
Hall and Steve Nazer, with regular updates on the status
of off-site connections, mains laying etc. and have been
impressed by their willingness to attend site for progress
meetings and their proactive approach with relevant
agencies such as Yorkshire Water, Northern Powergrid,
Northern Gas Networks etc. Energetics has shown a good
understanding of the importance of our timescales and
a willingness to work hard to achieve them, sticking
to dates given to build a good working relationship with us.
Services and Adoptions Engineer, Harron Homes

Working with Energetics proved
instrumental in the successful
completion and handover
of the Tesco Express and Retail
Development Project.
David Flanagan
Construction Manager
LM Construction

Winchburgh Developments Ltd needed a partner
in utilities delivery with the experience and expertise
to approach a complex project on a long-term basis
from the developer’s perspective. Energetics was able
to demonstrate that they have that level of understanding
of the development process at the masterplan scale.
Energetics has shown great insight into Winchburgh
Developments Ltd’s business strategy and planning,
supporting us through a long-term project of significant
complexity. It was crucial to Winchburgh Developments
Ltd that we secured a utilities services partner with that
level of expertise and commitment.
John Hamilton
Winchburgh Developments

Read our case studies here
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BNO –
Building Network
Operator
Pre Acceptance Processes
A Building Network Operator (BNO) is defined as an organisation that owns or operates
the electricity distribution network located between the electricity intake and the electrical
installations within a multi-occupancy building - including any single building or factory that
has been subdivided into flats or smaller industrial units. It is responsible for the installation
of the distribution board that divides up the main supply and provides isolation to each part
of the building.
The Electricity Act places a duty on DNO’s/IDNO’s to offer to make a connection between
their distribution system and the building. The BNO is responsible for the design, installation
and maintenance of the building electricity distribution network and must meet the
requirements of the Building Regulations British Standard 7671 (IET Wiring Regulations),
British Standard 8313 (code of practice for the accommodation of building services in ducts)
and British Standard 9999 (code of practice for fire safety in the design, management
and use of buildings). It is also responsible for the quality of the customer supply terminals
in accordance with the Electrical Safety, Quality and Continuity Regulations 2002 and must
comply with ENA G87.
The BNO may be the DNO, IDNO or a third-party exempt from an electricity distribution license
(such as a facilities management company). Alternatively, the BNO may be the building owner,
landlord or developer, property manager or electrical contractor and they can appoint
a third-party to act as BNO on their behalf.

Find out more about BNO here
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Water NAVs
New Appointment
and Variations
Energetics is ideally placed to unlock the benefits of water market
competition for our customers – lower costs, faster response times
and a more flexible approach.
We design, install, own and operate the water and wastewater networks
for developments instead of the incumbent water company. We undertake
new water connections and adopt wastewater infrastructure with approval from
Ofwat, under the New Appointment and Variation (NAV) scheme. We have the same
responsibilities and provide the same supply services as the statutory water company,
but customers are now able to obtain all their utility infrastructure from a single supplier.

The benefits of working with Energetics:
• An adaptable approach to your water
and wastewater services
•

We work on developments ranging from
50 - 6000 dwellings
• We explore alternative water and wastewater
solutions that are commercially better value,
to suit the needs of the site, not those
of the incumbent
• We aim to provide a competitive service
in terms of price. Our approach to working
with developers and consultants on-site
adds value and reduces
complications

As part of our multi-utility offering, Energetics can provide customers with
a commercially competitive all-inclusive quote that can include installation
and adoption of the water network, and adoption of the wastewater network
constructed by the housebuilder.
Energetics manages the entire end-to-end process from initial enquiry through
to connection. We look after the relationship with the incumbent water companies,
so you don’t have to. Working with them, we find the best possible solution
for on- and off-site connections for each development.

Our water and wastewater infrastructure provision includes:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Design and construction of clean water networks
Adopting foul and surface water infrastructure
Versatile solutions
Long-term ownership and operation of the water network
All domestic customer supply services including metering and billing
through Last Mile Asset Management.
Commercial customers can choose their water supplier.
This process takes 4-6 months from contract to award.

Find out more about Water NAVs here

Delivery
Design process
Upon contract acceptance our Project Manager will make
contact with you to arrange a pre-start meeting to discuss
your requirements, your build programme, your key milestones
and to go through our Developer Pack and initial design
drawings. Our programme will be developed around this,
including obtaining the necessary street work permits
to schedule off-site works and procuring major plant items,
such as electric substations and gas governors, for your
initial phase.
Our Project Managers will coordinate all works to minimise
disruption, keep to your deadlines and work around your
build schedule. We will provide you with a confirmed
energisation date as early as possible and work closely
with the Network Operators to ensure they adhere
to the project timescales.

Energetics Utility Installation Guides
The Energetics Utility Installation Guides provide information on site preparation and utility installation and are an excellent
referral source to ensure you have the correct ducting, trench depths etc..
Supporting documentation, including call off forms, can also be downloaded.

Once on site, your mains and service connections will
be requested by yourselves through our mains and service
call off process and programmed by our Scheduling Team.
We can also facilitate street lighting connections, arrange
temporary builders supplies and coordinate meters if required.

England
and
Wales

Water Companies Charging Rules
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Scotland

Download our Connections Guides

Adoption
Adoption and operation of networks
Once all of your connections are installed/energised/gassed/water on, etc. to the appropriate
standards and specifications, as shown in our Developer’s Guides, adoption will follow.
As part of the Last Mile Group, Energetics works hand-in-hand with Last Mile Asset Management,
our utility asset adopter. They, like all IDNOs, follow the same statutory standards and processes
as the DNO/GDN/Water Company and will adopt the network once it’s complete and that phase
of the development is closed.

Once adopted, Last Mile Asset Management Ltd provides the statutory
maintenance and emergency cover required.

Visit Last Mile Asset Management
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Request A New Connection
For a no obligation proposal and outline design, we require little more than
a site location map, a scaled site plan and details of the required load, if known.
Please use the form below or go to our website to use the online form:
First Name *

Fields marked with an * are required

Last Name *

Company Name

Business Address *

Phone *

Your Email *

Development Type *

Select Connection Type * Choose from the following:

Residential Connections

New Electricity Connections

Industrial & Commercial Connections

New Gas Connections

Mixed Use Connections

New Water Connections

Renewable Energy Connections

Full Multi-Utilities
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Number of Connections *

Development Location *

15 to 150 connections
150 to 500 connections
500+ connections
Brief Description Of The Development *

Does The Development Already Have An Electricity Supply?

Does The Development Already Have A Gas Mains Supply?

Yes

Yes

No

No

Approximate Load
Required?
Water Required

Gas Consumption
Required?
Yes

Due soon

Details

Do you have a Water company’s mains requisition design/POC?
Do you have non-contestable connection costs? If so what are they?
Do you know your water asset value? If so what is it?
Please email files for Plans/Maps/Designs/POC/Documents as .pdf, .doc, or .docx to hello@energetics-uk.com
Submit This PDF Form By Email

If you would rather speak to a member of staff about your new connections
please call 03300 587 453 Monday to Friday 8.00am till 5.00pm

OR

Request a quotation online
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Jargon Buster
ICP – Independent Connection Provider

CHP – Combined Heat & Power

SS – Substation – (Electric)

DNO – Distribution Network Operator (Electric)

POC – Point of Connection (Electric)

GDN – Gas Distribution Network

GT – Gas Transporter

CSEP – Connected System Exit Point (Gas)

GEMA – Gas and Electric Market Authority

INO – Independent Network Operator

PDE – Pre-Development Enquiry (Water)

OFGEM – Office of Gas & Electric Markets

IDNO – Independent Distribution Network Operator
(Electric)

SLO – Self Lay Organisations

OFWAT – Water Services Regulatory Authority

BCA – Bilateral Connection Agreement

CIR – Connection Industry Review

AA – Adoption Agreement

UIP – Utility Infrastructure Provider

SLCP – Street Light Control Pillar

NFB – National Federation of Builders

VO - Variation

AV – Asset Value

ASHP – Air Source Heat Pumps

LMAM – Last Mile Asset Management

IGT – Independent Gas Transporter
NERS – National Electricity Registration Scheme
GIRS – Gas Industry Registration Scheme
WIRS – Water Industry Registration Scheme
WSRA – Water Services Regulation Authority
MU – Multi Utility

PRS – Pressure Reducing System (Gas Governor)

Head Office: Fenick House, Lister Way,
Hamilton International Technology Park,
Glasgow, G72 0FT
Warrington Office: Cavendish Place,
Birchwood Park, Birchwood, Warrington,
WA3 6WU
Yorkshire Office: Suite 1, Unit 1, 5 Benton
Office Park, Bennett Avenue, Horbury
WF4 5RA
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For a no-obligation proposal
and outline design, email
hello@energetics-uk.com
or call us on 03300 587 453.
www.energetics-uk.com

